Computer aided design is nowadays a must to quickly provide optimized circuits, to cope with stringent time to market constraints, and to be able to guarantee colliding constrained requirements. Design automation is exploited, whenever possible, to speed up the design process and relieve the developers from error prone customization, optimization and tuning phases. In this work we study the possibility of adopting automated algorithms for the optimization of reconfigurable multiple constant multiplication circuits. In particular, an exploration of novel reconfigurable Adaptive Multiple Transform circuital solutions adoptable in video coding applications has been conducted. These solutions have also been compared with the unique similar work at the state of the art, revealing to be beneficial under certain constraints. Moreover, the proposed approach has been generalized with some guidelines helpful to designers facing similar problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern society, devices are every day smarter and more strongly connected, frequently exchanging a variety of information. Video and images, due to their expressiveness, are natural and powerful instruments to allow communication at different levels and in different contexts [1] , to support users taking decisions [2] , as well as to improve the capabilities of a system to take autonomous decisions [3] . Therefore, video technologies are subjected to continuous changes and improvements to follow the pace of social trends and human needs. This turns out into periodic increase of data, in terms of resolution, frame rate, and bit width.
In a world dominated by information exchange and communication, video coding is fundamental, allowing a substantial data compression at the price of a negligible loss in video quality. To achieve better compression, the complexity of video coding algorithms is growing accordingly to the increased demand in terms of resolution, frame rate and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prakasam Periasamy . bit width. Such complexity has become so high that most of the mass electronic devices, like smartphones, requires an application-specific unit to handle it. A dedicated video coding specific chip is then embedded on most of them. For instance Snapdragon 800 processors involve the HD, which has a High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) H.265 encode and decode Qualcomm R Snapdragon TM 4k Ultra hardware module for maximum file compression with high power saving [4] . Exynos 9820 mobile processor, which is also powering the Samsung Galaxy S10, supports the encoding/decoding of 8k videos at 30 fps for a multi-format codec: 10-bit HEVC(H.265), H.264, VP9 [5] .
Optimizing those application specific chips, keeping them updated with the successive video coding algorithms and meeting the constraints according to the context is extremely challenging for designers. Indeed, there exists a trade-off between specialization, needed to meet stringent and colliding constraints related to quality, real-time and/or low-power execution, and design flow complexity. The more the circuit is specialized, the more will be the effort required to designers in order to optimize it, which will lead to solutions that are technology-and algorithm-specific. The less, in turn, will be the re-usability of specialized designs among successive video technology generations, negatively impacting on both designer efforts and development costs.
According to the already explained trend, the next video coding standard, known as the Versatile Video Coding (VVC) and expected to be released by the end of 2020, is intended to improve its predecessor, the HEVC, on both compression efficiency and video quality. To do so, it is introducing lots of enhancements on several aspects of the video coding algorithm. One of them is related to the transform phase, that in HEVC involves two different types of transform, selected according to the specific processed data, e.g. depending on the assigned prediction mode. In VVC, the Adaptive Multiple Transform (AMT) will be adopted, which is based on five different types of transform. To cope with such an increased complexity, designers are required to focus on transforms to improve their implementation. Being these transforms mutually exclusive for a given data, a novel and promising solution to tackle this issue is to leverage on reconfiguration and to adopt, for example, the same circuit to execute one of the five transforms at a time [6] .
Within the described context, the innovative contributions of this paper are listed hereafter.
1) Exploration and assessment of several solutions for the implementation of reconfigurable AMT circuits exploiting multiplierless optimization algorithms [7] . These latter can be used since transforms require Multiple Constant Multiplication (MCM). The exploration based on a reconfigurable approach, where different architectural parameters are tuned, is not yet present in literature. 2) Quantitative comparison among the proposed implementations and the unique reconfigurable AMT solution present in literature by Mert et al. [6] . Results show that the adoption of the MCM optimization algorithms is doable and beneficial under some constraints. 3) Generalization of the approach to adopt the MCM optimization algorithms in any hardware implementation involving MCM, where parallelism and multiplexing of the outputs is necessary. Besides in other two-dimensional transform cases (e.g. Fast Fourier Transforms), it can be used in two-dimensional filtering [8] , color space conversion [9] or polyphase filter banks [10] . To this aim, a set of guidelines has been derived, considering different metrics of interest, such as resources minimization, operating frequency maximization, designer effort reduction and mandatory skills/background. The rest of the document is organized as follows: in Section II a short overview of the background, application context and available works that are already at the state of the art is provided. Section III discusses the different architectural solutions that constitute the first novel contribution of this work; while Section IV reports on the second contribution showing the results obtained both in terms of architectural exploration and comparison with the state of the art. At last, Section V reports on the third contribution, educing some general guidelines from the results achieved specifically for the AMT case, prior to conclude in Section VI with some final remarks.
II. LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND A. ADAPTIVE MULTIPLE TRANSFORM HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS
In literature, several works tried to implement video coding transformation phase in hardware. A common implementation scheme for two-dimensional transform hardware implementation is to split it into two one-dimensional cascaded transforms, as shown in Figure 1 . The implemented operation is described by Equation 1:
where 
where t ij is the i-th row and j-th column element of T , c ij is the i-th row and j-th column element of DTT , s ji is the j-th row and i-th column element of S, and N is the block size. In the past, the Discrete Cosine Transform II (DCTII) was primarily adopted in video coding; whereas recently researchers found out that adopting different transforms, according to the data and elaboration to be performed, may be beneficial to improve coding efficiency [11] . For this reason HEVC, which is currently the latest video coding standard, uses also the Discrete Sine Transform VII (DSTVII) for intra-predicted image blocks. Next generation video coding, VVC, is moving further by adopting five different transforms in its AMT approach. DCTII, DCTV, DCTVIII, DSTI and DSTVII are all included in the AMT. Moreover, VVC is also bringing the maximum block size from 32 × 32 to 64 × 64, increasing processing complexity and, in turn, resource demand of such part of the algorithm.
Within this context, to cope with complexity, the scientific community is then extremely active. On the one hand, researchers are working at the algorithm level, trying to find a set of transforms capable of reducing complexity, while maintaining a high coding quality [12] , or to decompose transform matrices in order to simplify the corresponding hardware implementation [13] . On the other hand the focus is on facilitating and optimizing the hardware implementation, by leveraging whenever possible on automated instruments [14] - [16] . Classical digital system design solutions, such as pipelining [17] and target board primitives exploitation [18] , [19] are still valid. However, the main issue to be faced is related to multipliers, and it is still open. Transformation is basically a matrix multiplication and to perform it efficiently lots of multipliers are necessary. Nevertheless, some features can be exploited to simplify the problem.
1) Multipliers, usually very resource demanding operations, can be efficiently implemented with adders and shifters when one of the operands is constant, such as for transform matrix coefficients [13] , [18] . 2) Being row by column matrix multiplications, transforms require Multiple Constant Multiplication (MCM). Such operations, where the same input number is multiplied by several constant numbers at the same time, offer additional optimization possibilities, either employing multipliers [19] or not [6] . One important aspect of the AMT with respect to HEVC is the increased number of adopted transforms, going from two to five. The optimal transform to be applied to the current image block is chosen according to the prediction mode it is subjected to. This means that the five AMT transforms have not to be applied in parallel, but one at a time, for a given image block. Additional optimizations can then be achieved by considering this time exclusive property of the different transforms. In [6] a first step in this direction has been done by proposing a reconfigurable AMT hardware implementation capable of switching among the different transforms, elaborating one of them at a time. As far as we know, this is the first and unique reconfigurable AMT solution present at the state of the art. In this work we are going to further explore reconfiguration possibilities on AMT and to combine them with multiple constant multiplication optimizations. Due to the fact that [6] is the only work in literature delivering a reconfigurable AMT hardware solution, this is also going to be the unique term of comparison for the proposed architectures.
B. RECONFIGURABLE AND MULTIPLIERLESS HARDWARE
Reconfigurable hardware constitutes a good trade-off between general purpose systems (e.g. CPUs), offering maximum flexibility for executing applications, and dedicated circuits, guaranteeing maximum efficiency for the application they have been conceived for [20] . Reconfigurable systems can be differentiated according to the granularity the reconfiguration is applied to: fine-grained systems reconfigure functionalities and connections of the single bits within the system (the most common fine-grained devices are the Field Programmable Gate Arrays, FPGAs [21] ), while coarse-grained ones reconfigure at word level [22] . The former favours flexibility at the price of reconfiguration time, while the latter limits flexibility but reconfigures very quickly. In our case, due to the fact that flexibility is limited by construction to the five AMT transforms to be supported, coarse-grained reconfiguration has been adopted.
Integer multiplications are known to be extremely resource demanding when implemented in hardware. For this reason, digital system designers often focus on optimizing their architecture [23] - [25] . One of the most effective and widely adopted solutions to reduce hardware resources of integer multipliers is adopting multiplierless approaches. By definition, these approaches substitute multiplications with a set of shifters and adders [26] , [27] . Indeed, by shifting and accumulating a given integer number, it is possible to calculate its product by any other integer number. This solution is mainly suitable for constant multiplications, where one of the two operands is known a priori. Optimizing the number of adders and shifters adopted to perform a multiplication does not have a standardized optimal solution yet. Moreover, in cases like AMT, it is necessary to multiply the same number by different coefficients at the same time, that basically means to have parallel MCMs with the input in common. Here, it is possible to exploit common operations (intermediate shifts and sums) between the datapaths accounted for a specific multiplication, resulting in further optimizations of the architecture.
In [7] algorithms for the generation of optimized shifters and adders architectures serving as constant multipliers are presented. All the proposed algorithms deliver automatically Register Transfer Level (RTL) descriptions of the resulting architecture, in Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL). Besides optimizing the single constant multiplication, algorithms for minimizing resources of parallel and multiplexed MCM are provided. MCM-parallel [28] is capable of optimizing the parallel multiplications of the same number by a set of different coefficients, and it has been already adopted in video coding transform circuits [6] . MCMmultiplexed [29] , on the contrary, is capable of optimizing the multiplication of the same number by a set of different coefficients, but providing one of the products at a time as output, according to an additional selector input. Differently from MCM-parallel, so far MCM-multiplexed has never been adopted for video coding transform circuits.
In this work, both the above-mentioned MCM approaches will be exploited for the design of novel reconfigurable AMT hardware implementations. As far as we know, this is the first work that adopts and compares, through a comprehensive architectural exploration, the algorithms proposed in [7] to derive such kind of circuits.
III. NOVEL PROPOSED ARCHITECTURES
This section presents several different implementations of AMT, grouped according to the capability of performing over the same circuit either one single transform, standalone architectures in Section III-A, or multiple transforms, reconfigurable architectures in Section III-B. Please note that standalone architectures have been built mimicking state of the art solutions presented in [6] , while reconfigurable ones represent a novel contribution to the state of the art and are derived from the attempt of implementing in hardware the optimization algorithms presented in [7] with a reconfigurable approach.
The setting of the different architectures is the same: the two-dimensional transform is implemented as a cascade of two one-dimensional transforms with a transposing bank of registers between the two stages (see Figure 1 ). Each one-dimensional transform is capable of performing matrix multiplication of the input 4 × 4 image block with a 4 × 4 transform matrix. The circuit processes one column of the input image block per clock cycle, thus requiring four cycles to finalize the whole convolution and produce a 4 × 4 block as output. The block coming from the first one-dimensional transform circuit is stored in the transposing bank of registers. The second one-dimensional transform circuit, which is identical to the first one, reads the data row by row from the bank of registers performing transformation all along the second direction. 
A. STANDALONE ARCHITECTURES
Standalone architectures are capable of executing only one specific transform. Focusing on the one-dimensional transform circuits, that are the core of the developed architectures, they are basically composed by multiply-and-accumulate operations performing the row by column matrix multiplication. The multiplication of one column of source image by all the rows of the coefficients matrix is performed at each clock cycle. Being the coefficients 4 × 4 matrices, 16 parallel multiplications are required for each one-dimensional transform circuit, as shown in Figure 2 . Due to the fact that multiplications are extremely resource and power consuming operations, a multiplierless implementation has been preferred. In this case, leveraging on the fact that coefficients are constant, it is possible to replace multiplications with shifters and adders, thus simplifying the circuit, as depicted in Figure 3 .a. One of the algorithms proposed in [7] , MCM-parallel, is capable of optimizing the number of shifters and adders VOLUME 7, 2019 when the same data has to be multiplied by several coefficients. In the considered row by column matrix multiplication, each element of the input image block has to be multiplied by 4 different coefficients, one per each row of the transform matrix. Thus, the 16 parallel multiplications theoretically required by the circuit can be simplified by 4 MCM-parallel blocks, each providing 4 products in parallel (see Figure 3 .b). The resulting one-dimensional transform circuit is depicted in Figure 4 , and it resembles the same implementation proposed in [6] .
B. RECONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURES
Reconfigurable architectures are capable of elaborating all the five transforms (DCTII, DCTV, DCTVIII, DSTI, DSTVII) involved in AMT, one at a time, with the same circuit. Starting from the standalone architecture with 16 blocks seen in Section III-A, reconfigurability can be reached by letting blocks perform a different multiplication, with different coefficients, according to the desired transform, which can be specified by a proper identifier, the transform_ID. Then, a first reconfigurable version of the architecture can be derived directly from the standalone one, combining all the blocks of the different transforms that correspond, in terms of position, to the same coefficient. A simplified example of such combination is depicted in Figure 5 , limited to the first coefficient of transforms DCTV (194) and DSTII (117). Of course, doing it manually takes lot of time and digital system design skills. In fact, here 194 is obtained as:
as depicted in Figure 5 .a, while 117 is resulting from: as shown in Figure 5 .b. Combining such kind of circuits, in a way that one out of the two products is provided at a time, is not that trivial, considering also the fact that in AMT you need to deal with four products instead of two. Finally, more than one solution is possible since: i) the output of one adder can, in turn, be shifted; and ii) subtractions may be used, having the same circuital complexity of adders.
One simple possible combination is illustrated in Figure 5 .c, where two adders and one shifter are shared between the two datapaths. In order to combine them, three multiplexers have been inserted, which are driven by the configuration signal transform_ID. When product of S 0i by 194 is required, transform_ID drives multiplexers so that they consider only left side inputs; while, when 117 has to be implemented, right side inputs are enabled by transform_ID. Combining multiplierless circuits for constant multiplications to implement time-multiplexed products is again a complex and error prone task by construction. Adding optimization makes things even worst. Figure 6 depicts a possible optimized version of the same circuits of Figure 5 .
Here, while the product by 194 is basically the same (see Figure 6 .a), the one by 117 is obtained with less shifters and adders by leveraging on subtractors and shifting the adders/subtractors outputs, as depicted in Figure 6 .b:
With respect to the implementation shown in Equation 4, one less shifter and one less adder/subtractor are employed. The resulting combined circuit, capable of multiplexing in time products by 194 and 117, is provided by Figure 6 .c. Here, the benefits present on the optimization of multiplication by 117 are still visible since the final circuit is requiring one less resource respectively in terms of shifters and adders/subtractors. Please note that the number of multiplexers, or configuration points, is the same since the +/− operator embeds a multiplexer to decide if sum or subtraction has to be implemented. The MCM-multiplexed algorithm [29] is capable of relieving designers from the burden of designing and optimizing such circuits, by automatically combining an arbitrary number of constants, which products have to be multiplexed in time. However, it is not possible to guarantee the advantages offered by MCM-parallel algorithm [28] , that pushes throughput and resource sharing among parallel products.
1) MCM_PAR ARCHITECTURE
Dealing with reconfigurable architectures, it is then still possible to exploit multiplierless circuitry algorithms presented in [7] . Considering the MCM-parallel algorithm, a trivial solution for a comprehensive AMT reconfigurable architecture is multiplexing in time standalone MCM-parallel circuits (with 1 input and 4 outputs multiplierless blocks, as explained in Section III-A) according to the transform_ID. An example of such kind of architecture is depicted in Figure 7 . In this case each one-dimensional transform circuit will involve 20 different MCM-parallel blocks: for every image input among the 4 belonging to the same column, 5 different blocks are required, one per transform. Please note that this solution requires a low effort to the designer since MCM-parallel blocks have only to be multiplexed in time. Thus just a bit more additional logic, for multiplexing and connecting modules, has to be placed externally to the blocks, provided directly by the algorithm. 
2) MCM_MUX ARCHITECTURE
Besides MCM-parallel, the authors of [7] also presented an algorithm to optimize circuits that are still capable of performing different multiplications, but providing only one product at a time. Such algorithm, the MCM-multiplexed, has been adopted to derive a second reconfigurable architectural solution composed by 16 multiplierless blocks. Each of them, obtained with MCM-multiplexed, performs one out of five products, corresponding to the five coefficients of the AMT matrices in the same specific position, according to the current transform_ID. The resulting 1 input by 4 coefficients multiplication circuit is illustrated in Figure 8 . In this case the effort required to the developer is also extremely low. It is only necessary to connect the overall 16 MCM-multiplexed blocks generated by the automated algorithm, without touching them internally.
3) MCM_MIX0 ARCHITECTURE
MCM-parallel and MCM-multiplexed optimize different aspects of the circuit: the former focuses on performance, parallelizing computation of several outputs all together; the latter improves resources, by multiplexing in time the same adders and shifters used to perform different products. While trying to exploit the benefits of both MCM approaches, additional architectures have been derived. One first solution can be obtained transforming the MCM-parallel circuits in multiplexed ones. More precisely, by exploiting the MCM-parallel approach, multiplierless blocks capable of providing the parallel multiplication of a given input by the coefficients on a specific position of the 5 different transform matrices have been generated. These blocks produce 5 parallel outputs corresponding to the multiplication of the input by 5 coefficients in the same position coming from the 5 AMT transform matrices. In order to make it reconfigurable and perform one transform at a time, these outputs have to be multiplexed according to the transform_ID signal (multiplexers have been inserted internally with respect to the MCM-parallel blocks), leading to the same architectural scheme shown in Figure 8 . Overall, 16 different multiplierless blocks will be embedded within the one-dimensional transform circuit. This solution is a bit less cheap than previous ones in terms of design effort, requiring both connection (external to the blocks) and multiplexing (internal to the blocks) modifications.
4) MCM_MIX1 ARCHITECTURE
Another solution to get the best of both MCM approaches [7] can be achieved by modifying the MCM-multiplexed circuit, which is reconfigurable by definition, to make it parallel. Indeed, it is possible to define a multiplierless block capable of providing, for a given source image element, the 4 required products for all the 5 AMT matrices, resulting in 20 different possible outputs by the same block. According to the MCM-multiplexed approach, these outputs are multiplexed in time, meaning that only one of them can be computed at a time. Four MCM-multiplexed blocks, one for each source image column element, are necessary to provide a complete one-dimensional transform circuit. Starting from this circuit, providing 1 out of 20 outputs at a time, it is possible to derive a solution producing 4 out of 20 outputs in parallel at a time, according to the given transform_ID, as shown in Figure 9 . Here, besides performing a selector merging, since the 4 selectors of the involved parallel outputs have to be activated together, also a circuital modification is needed. In fact, some of the shifters and adders that were shared due to their mutual exclusivity when the corresponding products were multiplexed, have to be replied to allow parallelization. These modifications require to manipulate the design internally to the generated MCM-multiplexed blocks, since reconfigurability and optimization management goes beyond the external connection logic required in the other cases. Thus, contrarily to the other solutions, to obtain the MCM_MIX1 architecture, a significant design effort is required since 4 different 20-output MCM-multiplexed blocks have to be modified. Please note that MCM_MIX1 architecture is similar to the manually developed work at the state of the art described in [6] . In fact, this latter exploits a reconfigurable approach, without leveraging on any automated optimization strategy.
5) MCM_MIX2 ARCHITECTURE
The last solution tries to exploit the MCM-multiplexed approach without block modifications. MCM_MIX2 is composed of four blocks capable of providing 1 out of 20 possible products at a time for each source image column element, which is the same principle applied in MCM_MIX1. In order to have together all the 4 outputs required by the specific row by column matrix product, this circuit can be overclocked with a frequency that is four times faster than the one of the rest of the system. In such a way, on each quarter of the main clock period, one different product will be computed and, at the end of the whole period, all the 4 necessary products will be available. Due to the fact that the circuit is re-used for computing different products in different time periods, additional storing resources, a bank of 4 registers for a total amount of 76 bits overall, are required to store the already computed products while the others are processed, as can be noticed in Figure 10 . An additional selector signal, column_idx, is adopted to identify the current quarter period, corresponding to an element on a different column of the coefficients row.
For the MCM_MIX2 architecture, the designer effort is all external to the 4 involved MCM-multiplexed blocks, and it is limited to the additional logic necessary for overclocking and connecting them. Internally, the blocks are kept as they are provided by the MCM-multiplexed algorithm.
C. DEVELOPED ARCHITECTURES SUMMARY
In this section a short summary about the developed architectures, their composition, features and required effort to the designer is presented. We overall developed 10 architectures: 5 standalone and 5 reconfigurable. Table 1 depicts all the data related to these architectures. Please note that for standalone architectures only one entry is provided for all the 5 transforms, since they have been designed in the same way and present the same composition, features and effort. TABLE 1. Summary of the developed architectures (numbers refer to one-dimensional transform circuits). * Blocks parallel outputs (number of outputs produced together). ** Blocks multiplexed outputs (number of outputs or groups of parallel outputs multiplexed in time). *** Kind of modification (internal or external to the automatically provided MCM blocks).
From Table 1 it is possible to see how the first three architectures, standalone, MCM_PAR and MCM_MUX, required a low effort since only modifications external to the multiplierless blocks have been necessary. The following three cases, instead, require both internal and external additional logic (MCM_MIX0, MCM_MIX1) or sequential external logic (MCM_MIX2) and, in turn, a medium to high design effort. It is worth to mention that effort is also an index of the digital hardware design skills needed to derive the architectures from the output of the automated algorithms. Dealing with the remaining columns, related to the adopted multiplierless blocks and considering a one-dimensional transform circuit, it is possible to see how MCM_MIX1, among the reconfigurable architectures, is the unique solution providing parallel multiplexed circuits, that are blocks capable of multiplexing 5 different groups of 4 parallel outputs each. All the other cases give, instead, alternative solutions by adopting less parallel or less multiplexed blocks.
IV. RESULTS
In this section all the proposed solutions for standalone and reconfigurable AMT hardware implementations are evaluated. First of all, the benefits of MCM-parallel algorithm are assessed on the five different standalone architectures (see Section IV-A.1). Then, the exploration of the proposed novel reconfigurable solutions is evaluated (see Section IV-A.2); and finally, the reconfigurable architectures are compared with the unique reconfigurable AMT implementation available in literature (see Section IV-B).
All the reported data are gathered with Xilinx Vivado, targeting an Artix-7 XC7A100T FPGA board. Resource numbers are referred to post-implementation designs setting the frequency to the maximum achievable one, always individually reported.
A. ARCHITECTURAL EXPLORATION
In this section, the conducted architectural exploration considering both standalone and reconfigurable architectures is presented. All the designs discussed here are capable of performing a whole 4 × 4 two-dimensional transform.
1) STANDALONE ARCHITECTURES
Standalone architectures are circuits dedicated to the elaboration of one specific transform out of the five AMT ones. In order to understand the performance benefits of the adopted optimization algorithms [7] , the MCM-parallel technique has been used to optimize multiplierless architectures manually developed. Please note that we are using the following format for naming: DTT original designs, where DTT has to be replaced with the specific transform implemented by the design, are the manually developed solutions; DTT MCM_PAR, where DTT has the same meaning of the previous case, are the optimized solutions. The considered DTT here are the five involved in the AMT. The assessment of these architectures is present in [6] , but it has been repeated here since they are not available open-source. Table 2 depicts the resource and frequency performance for all the five AMT transforms standalone designs. In terms of resources, LUTs and FFs, the MCM-parallel adoption is leading to savings with respect to all the original architectures. DCTVIII and DSTVII constitute the best cases since here MCM-parallel reduces the number of LUTs by more than 30%. This is due to the specific DCTVIII and DSTVII transform matrices that are more complex than the others. Their rows have often all the elements different, thus the sharing of the related common resources is more effective than having rows with equal elements, where synthesizer is capable of performing similar optimizations by itself. Dealing with frequency, benefits are not always present, e.g. for DCTII the MCM_PAR architecture is losing 1.7%. It seems that a valid and general motivation for the related trend is not present, but it depends on the synthesizer choices to find the best trade-off between resources and frequency.
2) RECONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURES
Reconfigurable architectures are capable of elaborating all the five AMT transforms, one at a time, with the same circuit. Taking as reference a reconfigurable design, reconf original, manually derived from standalone original designs, five different possible architectural solutions have been developed. They have been designed trying to exploit the benefits of both MCM-parallel and MCM-multiplexed optimization techniques [7] . The format for names is the same presented in Section III, where these architectures are described in detail, preceded by reconf in order to better differentiate them from standalone designs. Table 3 depicts the results, in terms of resources and maximum operating frequency, for all the considered reconfigurable architectures. In terms of LUTs, the MCM-multiplexed overclocked design (reconf MCM_MIX2) is the best solution, capable of reaching more than 15% of saving with respect to the reconf original design. However, this saving is heavily paid in terms of the other metrics: the overclocking requires more than 200% more FFs and a frequency drop of more than 85% with respect to the original design. In general the FF amount for all the other architectures, including reconf original is almost the same , due to the fact that they do not differ for the sequential logic, but for the combinational one, and the small differences are due to synthesis choices in order to optimize resources and frequency. The frequency, that is directly impacting on performance of the system, is lower than the original one for all the developed architectures but the MCM_PAR where it is equal, 58.14 MHz, with respect to the considered reference. One important, additional consideration has to be done here, regarding the effort required to the designer for developing each solution. The reconf original architecture has been manually designed and optimized, which implies big effort and advanced digital hardware design skills. On the contrary, all the proposed solutions exploit automated algorithms to derive the architecture. In particular, most of the proposed solutions, such as reconf MCM_PAR, reconf MCM_MUX, reconf MCM_MIX0 and reconf MCM_MIX2, require little to medium designer intervention on the automatically generated circuits; while the other, reconf MCM_MIX1, still needs a considerable development effort (see also Table 1 ).
B. COMPARISON WITH MERT ET AL. [6] In this section, a comparison with the sole literature work proposing a reconfigurable AMT implementation [6] is provided. To have a fair comparison, only reconfigurable AMT hardware architectures are considered, while traditional, non-reconfigurable ones are omitted. Here reconfigurable is intended as the capability of executing all the five AMT transforms, one at a time, with the same circuit. In order to perform a direct comparison with [6] , the reported data is referred to one-dimensional transform circuits. Moreover, due to the different target boards and technologies adopted by authors in [6] , but also to the fact that our proposed solutions are not yet integrated within the full video codec, the comparison has been made simply in terms of numbers of required instances of adders and shifters. Adders and shifters numbers in [6] are given for a circuit composed of two 4 × 4 one-dimensional transforms capable of performing two 4 × 4 one-dimensional transforms in parallel or one 8×8 one-dimensional transform. Therefore, it has been necessary to combine two of our 4 × 4 designs to obtain the same behavior.
From Table 4 , the reconfigurable circuit proposed in [6] , reconf [6] , and manually developed without the direct exploitation of the algorithms proposed in [7] , seems to be generally very efficient with respect to the ones proposed in this work. However, there are some exceptions: the reconf MCM_MIX1 solution is capable of achieving better results than reconf [6] in terms of shifters, with 16% of saving, while requiring only about 8% more adders. Please note that, even if reconf MCM_MIX1 leverages on MCM-multiplexed for automatically deriving 16 blocks, each with 5 multiplexed outputs, it requires manual modifications to group them by 4, combining the internal adders and shifters. Another exception is given by the reconf MCM_MIX2 solution, that is actually overperforming reconf [6] on both adders and shifters metrics, with 60% and 48% saving respectively. In this case, the full multiplexed solution generating 4 blocks with 20 multiplexed outputs per each 4 × 4 one-dimensional transform circuit employs a very small amount of resources. This is due to the fact that resources adopted to perform different multiplications can be shared even if they belong to the same row by column product. Please note that, differently from reconf MCM_MIX1 and also from reconf [6] , reconf MCM_MIX2 does not require much effort to the designer, since the circuits generated by MCM-multiplexed are adopted as they are without any further internal modification. To have a fair overview of the comparison, it is necessary to consider also that reconf MCM_MIX2 requires additional sequential logic and has a significantly lower operating frequency with respect to all the other designs reported in Table 4 .
V. GUIDELINES
In this work an exploration of possible reconfigurable implementations of the AMT, that will be adopted in the future video codecs, has been presented. More specifically, the addressed problem is related to the efficient implementation of multiple constant multiplication (required during transform operations) by means of circuits composed only by adders and shifters. It has to be noticed that what has been found here can be generalized to any case where multiple constant multiplication with multiplexed parallel products are required. Here parallel means that N > 1 products are required at a time, while multiplexed means that one out of M possible groups of parallel products has to be output according to the current value of a given selector (transform_ID in our case). In such cases, it is possible to derive a kind of guideline to provide an optimized multiplierless implementation exploiting the algorithms presented in [7] . If the most important metric is combinational logic (LUTs) and designer effort, while an increase of sequential logic (FFs) and a drop in frequency can be afforded, then: 1) adopt MCM-multiplexed to generate multiplierless circuits with all the N × M products multiplexed; 2) overclock the generated circuits with a frequency M times faster than the main clock one, and let them generate one of the N products (that are required in parallel) at each fast clock cycle; 3) store the N products generated progressively by the circuit on additional sequential logic. Conversely, it is possible to sacrifice the performance in terms of combinatorial logic and designer effort, to not get penalties in terms of sequential logic and maximum achievable frequency:
1) adopt MCM-multiplexed to generate multiplierless circuits with all the N × M products multiplexed; 2) combine together groups of N outputs, so that they produce one of the groups out of M overall groups at a time. If all the considered metrics are important, including the designer effort, a suitable choice is to: 1) adopt MCM-multiplexed to generate N separated MCM-multiplexed circuits, each capable of providing one out of M different products. Following such guidelines the designer, depending on the requirements and on his/her own skills and time, can decide which solution is mostly suitable for the specific context.
VI. CONCLUSION
Several application fields in electronics require strong hardware implementation optimization due to the ever increasing complexity and demands of the constantly evolving underlying algorithms. To meet time to market constraints, designers are additionally required to quickly perform such optimizations, pushing further their effort. Automated optimization algorithms and re-use can then be useful to reduce the effort, reach more efficient solutions and save money.
Starting from a video coding transformation case, in this work an exploration of different ways to apply optimization algorithms on multiple constant multiplication circuits has been conducted. Please note that, such kind of circuits is adopted in several fields of applications, such as two-dimensional filtering, color space conversion or polyphase filter banks.
An architectural exploration of five novel and reconfigurable hardware solutions for the transformation phase in the future video coding standard has been provided. Results demonstrated that, according to the way algorithms are applied, the corresponding architectural solutions reach different trade-offs, then representing viable options under certain metrics. Moreover, such solutions, almost automatically generated, quantitatively compared with the unique similar literature work, manually developed and optimized, revealed to be similar and, in some cases, better than this latter.
Finally, a set of guidelines that, generalizing the algorithms adoption process, open to the possibility of availing on them in different application contexts facing similar issues (multiplierless constant multiplications where multiplexing and parallelization of the products is required) have been also provided.
